Stabilisation of alpha-helices by site-directed mutagenesis reveals the importance of secondary structure in the transition state for acylphosphatase folding.
The effects of stabilising mutations on the folding process of common-type acylphosphatase have been investigated. The mutations were designed to increase the helical propensity of the regions of the polypeptide chain corresponding to the two alpha-helices of the native protein. Various synthetic peptides incorporating the designed mutations were produced and their helical content estimated by circular dichroism. The most substantial increase in helical content is found for the peptide carrying five mutations in the second alpha-helix. Acylphosphatase variants containing the corresponding mutations display, to different extents, enhanced conformational stabilities as indicated by equilibrium urea denaturation experiments monitored by changes of intrinsic fluorescence. All the protein variants studied here refold with apparent two-state kinetics. Mutations in the first alpha-helix are responsible for a small increase in the refolding rate, accompanied by a marked decrease in the unfolding rate. On the other hand, multiple mutations in the second helix result in a considerable increase in the refolding rate without any significant effect on the unfolding rate. Addition of trifluoroethanol was found to accelerate the folding of the acylphosphatase variants, the extent of the acceleration being inversely proportional to the intrinsic rate of folding of the corresponding mutant. The trifluoroethanol-induced acceleration is far less marked for those variants whose alpha-helical structure is efficiently stabilised by amino acid replacements. This observation suggests that trifluoroethanol acts in a similar manner to the stabilising mutations in promoting native-like secondary structure. Analysis of the kinetic data indicates that the second helix is fully consolidated in the transition state for folding of acylphosphatase, whereas the first helix is only partially formed. These data suggest that the second helix is an important element in the folding process of the protein.